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VILLAGE INDUSTRIES AND 
RECONSTRUCTION 

1. Place of Villages in Indian Life 

One of the most hopeful signs in India to-day _is that 
people are now beginning to think in _terms of villages. 
Since we came into contact with the West we had almost 
forgotten that India is a land of villages. We received o~r 
education along Western lines in towns, and thought that the 
way to modernize our country was to spread town and city 
conditions in imitation of the West throughout the land. But 
all this. is now changing and we have begun to see that our 
salvation as a -nation lies in village improvement. 

The reason for the Congress a.S well as enlightened public 
opinion in India turning towards village improvement is not 
far to seek. It has now become a commonplace that India 
is a land of villages. Nearly 90 per cent. of the population 
is rural, and over 73 per cent. are producers of raw materials. 
So any organisation which aims at the material and moral 
well-being of our people must perforce turn its attention to 
the villages, for the villages are the real India. 'fhis is a 
good enough reason in itself. There is a still better reason. 
One of the great differences between our civilisation and that 
of the West is that our civilisation takes its root from rural 
life while that of the West centres round cities. Even in the 
republican days of ancient Greece it was the city that called 
the tune. In the Middle Ages in Europe, the mode of living 
was fashioned by royal courts situated in large cities. The 
life of courts trickled d<lwn from the king to the feduallord, 
from the feduallord to the squire and from the squire to the 
yeoman. T<Hlay likewise, it is needless to say, Western 
civilisation is essentially an urban civilisation, drawing· peo
ple in large numbers into crowded industrial centres where 



mass production -is carried on and/ where people are all 
moulded into a . uniform pattern. In India this has never 
been the case. The centre of life in our country has always 
been the village. Though we have had monarcl•s who lived 
in splendour in chies, the villages never yielded up their 
independence .. _The monarch was only .the defender of the 
people in times of attack, and the pat1·on of arts and culture. 
Towns and citie~- were mainly distributing agents of village 
pt·oducts, the viliage being the real producing centt·e. The 
village ideal and simplicity of life commanded the respect of 
all and farming was held sacred. Our culture_ is best under
stood therefore only when the agricultural backgi·ourid out of _ 
which it has arisen is taken into account. That being so, no 
mere imitation of the West which has developed on lines 
fundamentally different from our own, can at all :fit in with 
om· national heritage. 

If then the villag·e is to occupy the central place in all 
our thinking, we must ask what exactly were the principles 
on which village life "in India was based? For in attempting 
to rebuild we must build on existing foundations, especially so 
when these foundations have the virtue of having stood the 
ravages of time. It is incumbent therefore on u; to study the 
plans laid down by the original builders, for unless we 
follow closely their specifications, om· building must collapse. 
Or to change the metaphor, the new, if it is not to lie a clumsy 
patch-work on the old, must be in organic unity with the old. 
It must not be a mere repetition of the old, for no living 
organism can remain absolutely the same during the various 
stages of its existence. It changes and adopts itself to alter
ing circumstances, nnd only thus it grows. In out· efforts to 
-make for the ·advancement of villages therefore we cannot 
seek idly to revert to the past or slavishly to imitate the 
same. - We shall be rooted in the past, and thus while the 
mainspring of all our thought and activities is one with 
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th't which motivated the village organisation of the past it 
will necessarily express itself differently to-day in the light 
of differing conditions which at present prevail, inasmuch as 
both heredity and environment constitute life. 

· That being so, in our effort to reconstruct our national 
life it becomes absolutely essential to gain .~n insight into 
the basic ideas which underlie our village life and organisa
tion. These ideas so far as one can see are :-

1. To assure to every ·member of society at least a 
minimum subsistence. To this end wor),ters were 
paid in kind, receiving thus what they needed in 
the form of food. It is. easily seen that under such 
a system there can be little or no need for any one 
to starve. The joint-family system was another 
method adapted to the same end and also pro
vided that there were no great inequalities in 
wealth. 

2. To avoid competition and the uncurbed play of the 
profit-mf)tive, and conversely to promote co-opera
ti_on .. · The caste-system distributed the work of 
society __ among its various members and these were 
to carry on their ~evet·al functions. This ensured 
that if a particular trade was paying at any one 
time not every body rushed to it 'to compete with 
every one· else and to make as much profit for 
himself thus upsetting the whole social equilibrium, 

· as happens to-day. For instance, when law is 
found to be lucrative every body qualifies to be a 
lawyer,· quite irrespective of the· need of_ the 
society for lawyers. The caste system. also pr<l
moted group loyalty and co-operation, the absence 
of which is now so evident in U$ who are ~ity-
l.>red, .. · 
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3. To make the_village. self-contained so that each 
village pr~duced enouglt for its own requirements 
and did not have to depend for its primary needs 
on any outside agency. This conduced to the 

. harmonious functioning of the various trades and 
professions in the village and prevent it fro~. 

becoming exploited by and dependent on external 
powers. Even in regard to administration the. 
village was a self-contained unit. Its affairs were 
settled by the Panchayat and each village' was 
thus a republic presided over by its Panchayat 
which saw to the proper functioning of all the 
aspects of village life. · 

4. To give supreme place to the things of the spirit. 
This is evident from, thefactthat the highest caste 
in India is not that of the king or ,the trader but 
that of the priest and the intellectual. However 
rich and powerful the king might be, he paid 
homage to the wandering penniless sage at his 
court. Allied with this is the fact that· no great 
value was placed on the mere acquisition'of wealth. 
On the other hand renunci~t.tion · was regarded as 

·representing the highest stage in a man's develop-
ment.. · 

In contrast with these ideals, Western society is founded 
on court life, as mentionell already, with result that it glori
fies the multiplicity of possessions rather than the ~implicity 
of life. A man who has wealth is the one who commands 
respect and he easily obtains an exalted rank . by being 
ennobled by the king. Furtlier, Western ecoitomic organi
sation is based on ruthless competition, wh~re the weak go 
under and the strong become stronger by e~ploitat~on of the 
weal, Nor has there been il1 the Wes.t a~f p~~~ or well-
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thought out scheme behil1d economic development with the 
result that production has gone on quite irresl'ective of de
mand, distribution is altogether unrelated to supply and the 
whole economic order is at sixes and seven::;. Greed is ram
rant and there is cut-throat competition to secure markets 
and raw materials, quite irrespective of all moral or humani
tarian considerations. The terrible situation in which the 
nations :of the West find themselves to-day should, therefore, 
be a warning to us not to fol~ow blindly in their wake. But 
before. we summarily reject the contribution that the 'Vest 
may make to the solving of our economic problems, and 
decide to reconstruct on the basic ideas underlying our own 
village organisation, it _is necessary to examine briefly the 
economic orders which prevail in the world to-day so that we. 
may see for ourselves what will· be the best plan for us to 
adopt in the work of setting our house in order. 

2. Economic Orders in the World T o·day-

_ The two most important forms of economic life in vogue 
at the present time are Capitalism and Communism. 
Capitalism arose in Europe as the direct descendent of 
feudalism. Under feudalism the barons held the reins. 
They lived in strongholds and descended on the neighbour
ing bamlets from time to time to recoup their wealth 
and extend their poll'er. The serfs rendered tribute . to 
the barons and in return obtained from them safety from 
attack. The motive behincl the feudal lords was nothing but 
selfish gain. When the Industrial Revolution came about in 
Europe with the use of machinery, and when at the same 
time enormous hordes were disgorged from India and -taken 
to Europe, these feudal lords gave place to financial magnates 
who in their turn set up an organisation similar in many 
respects to the feudal system by which they were able to 
garner in the profits as t~e feudal lords garnered in. the 
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tributes. The motive here again was selfish gain and the 
method was by means of machinery to make as much profit 
as possible, quite irrespective of moral considerations. A 
single man with the instruments of production was able 'to 
obtain the benefit of the labour of thousands. He filled his 
pockets and since the instruments of production were his, the 
labourers were helpless and had to submit to his greed with
out protest. '!'his is one of the greatest evils of Capitalism 
that not only does it g·ive free vent to the profit-motive and 
with it to crass selfishness and greed, but it also deprives the 
worker of his independence by depriving him of the instru
ments of production. When this is done .the triumph of the 
capitalist is supreme and the slavery of the labourer is com
l'lete. Not content with the profits obtained by exploiting those 
close at luind the capitalist turns his greedy eyes to distant 
corners of the earth, for he wants markets for .his go()ds and 
raw materials for his factories. Consequently by means of 
high finance he controls these places and sees that. they be
come hewers of wood and drawers of water for him and supply 
him with raw materials; he prevents tl}E)m. from vroducing 
their own manufactured goods, for t,hen he will lose a market,. 
for his goods. Capitalism thus inevitably leads to imperialism 
and exploitation and enslavement of weaker peop~es. , )n this 
process of course moral considerations are out of the q~est1onJ 
for business is business. The only thing that matters . !s pro
fit. That being so nothing may hinder the capitalist from 
his dirty work, and if there is resistance at once th~re is war, 
bloodshed and untold misery. The capitalist .will have .his 
gold, however many streams of blood flow in the proc.ess. The 
unfortunate labourer who in life forfeited his· freedom _t~ 'b~ 
come a cog in the capitalist's wheel is now doped with qigh_ 
ideals of· upholding national· honour or helping in the noble
m~ssion of ciyilising barba1:ians, and he readily bef?OD:les gun-: 
fo4der to 4ie fo~ the ~reed, of ~4e cari~list. 'J:'he :pict1,1re ~\eft; 



drawn of capitalism is lurid. What else can it be when capi
talism is stripped of all its outer coverings and seen in its 
ugly nakedness? It brings inevitably in its wake selfishness, 
exploitation, war, devastation and blood-shed. 

Communism arose as a direct protest ~gainst these evils 
and we may therefore be tempted to expect that it will 
provide us with a pattern .worthy of being adopted by us for 
our nation. Communism saw that at the root of capitalism 
was the profit-motive or selfishness or the desire ·for gain, 
howevet• one may like to describe it, and it sought to get 
rid of it by socialising production. If every thing that" is 
produced belongs to the community the bottom is removed 
from all selfishness and greed. Thus with rooting out the 
profit-motive communism thought to overcome all the evils 
which attend capitalism. In trying to do this, however the 
communists committed an opposite error to Capitalism. 
Capitalism gave the individual free play and allowed him, 
if only he could, to exploit every situation to his gain, no 
matter whethet• in so doing he did injury to others. In 
trying to check this, the communist went to the other extreme 
and did away altogether with individual initiative. The 
community is supreme and the individual is suppressed till 
he becomes once more the cog in the wheel that he was under 
capitalism. A few men with ideas plan the work for the 
nation and run it, while the rest can do naught else hut 
carry out orders. This will no doubt be hotly contested by 
communit!ts who claim that it is not the few that run the 
affairs of the community but tbe millions of the working 
class who meet in council and decide what they want. 
Whether decisions by millions can be any thing beyond a 
formal assent to what a powerful few lay down or not, it is 
obvious that so fa.r as production goes no longer is there an 
opportunity under communism for initiative, creation, and 
expt·ession of one's personality, without which the multitude 

. . 



of goods which communism hopes to seeure.f'or' the 'working 
class is as nothing. After· .all what man prizes JJ!OSt is his 
individuality, that is the freedom to think and act for himself 
and express himself in creating work. If man on the other 
hand has to w9rk to a se~ pattern he is deprived of his 
greatest heritage as a- human being, viz., his individuality, 
and no greater accusation can be brought against a social 
system than~ that. For after all society is made up of indivi
duals, and a social system which crushes individuality defeats 
itself. 

"Nor can this be helped by communists,-for rightly pro· 
testing as they did against the uncurbed play ·of the profit., 
motive they bodily took over from capitalism the centralised 
methods of production. And what does centralised production 
mean, if it does not mean that the thinking and planning out 
of what is to be produced is in the option of the powerful few 
at the centre, while the rest are just hands or so many cogs 
in the wheel? The workers, then, or in other words, the 
mass . of the people, whether under capitalism or under com
munism, suffer from a common defect in that ' theirs is not 
to reason why, theirs is but to do and die'. Standard articles 
are produced on a mass scale to the order of those at the 
centre,and very often a man may spend his entire life in not 
much more than placing a label on each tin as it passes 
quickly before him in succession. The monotony of it is soul 
killing·, and the machine which man created has in the end 
succeeded in making of man a machine. For like the machine 
which he operates he knows only one movement and works 
only when the button is pressed at the central office. Origi
nality, initiative and self-expression are conspicuous by their 
absence, and if present will be a handicap under such a system. 
And_ yet is not self-expression one of the greatest urges of a 
human being? Watch a child. He is happiest when he is 
allowed the greatest scope for _self-expression and becomes 



miserable when 'he is pr.event~d. You ~ay build a beautiful 
tower for him with his toy-bricks. He appreciates it but soon 
knocks it· down to build one· himself, however unsteady, and it 
is his own production that sends him ·into raptures? ·.Or 
take Politics. Why do nations clamour for self-goverment? 

·Foreign go"rrnments may in some cases be very efficient, but 
efficiency is not what one craves for. One craves for self
expression, so one proclaims that 'good government is no 
substitute for self-government •. Although the lot of workers 
and the peasants may be much better under communism· than 
under capitalism, as in communism production is not for 
individual profit as in capitalism, still so long as communism 
retains centralised production there can be no scope in it for 
originality, for self-expression so far 'as the vast bulk of the 
people is concerned. Moreover, as already said, since the 
development of personality is the highest goal of 'human 
beings, this is no light charge to make against a social 
system. 

3. Decentralisation and Swadeshi : 
The Indian Solution 

If then the prevailing economic orders in the world pro
vide us with no ready-made solution to the problem of 
reconstruction, with which we are faced to-day in our country, 
we are still left with the problem of finding a suitable plan 
in accordance with which we may build our national edifice. 
The trouble we found with capitalism is that it allowed 
unha~pered freedom to the play of the profit-motive with the 
result that it led to selfish greed, violence and exploitation. 
Communism, on the other hand, sought to remedy this by 
going to the other extreme and it rid production of all profit: 
motive, with the result that it ended up also by ridding the 
workers of any scope for self-expression. Wherein then is 
our solution? We ~ee~ to err. whe~4er we retain the rrofit· 
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motive or whether we abolish it, and appear therefore, to be 
in a dilemma. But as all logicians know, most dilemmas are 
illusory and it is possible to find a solution for them. In this 
case our way of escape lies in the via media between the two 
extremes, and if Hegel is right in claiming that truth lies 
neither in the thesis nor in the anti-thesis, but in the synthesis 
which holds together within itself the partial truths of the 
thesis and anti-thesis, then we may claim truth for our solu
tion. For our solution-and happily it is one followed wittingly 
or unwittingly even by our forefathers-is that neither the 
profit-motive is evil in itself nor is social control evil in itself. 
It is only when the profit-motive exceeds its limits and works 
to the detriment of others that it is evil. Similarly soci~l 
control is not an evil in itself. It is only when social control 
exceeds its limits and deprives the individual of initiative that 
it is evil. That being so, our solution should be one ·which 
has room in it both for the profit-motive and for social control. 
And we believe that such a remedy is to be found in decen
tralising production and in practising the ideal of Swadeshi. 
Decentralising means refusing to dietate from the centre 
how things are to be produced and what kind they are to be, 
but leaving that always to the good sense and initiative of 
the producer. In this way alone can there be any scope for 
free self-expression_ and development of personality. ·To this 
it may be replied that if we allow each man to do as he likes, 
we shall only be reverting to capitalism, where one man by 
means of his greed monopolises all production to himself. 
This will have to be avoided and it will be easily avoided 
where there is · no large-scale production or mammoth 
machines,· and whatever machinery is used is on a small
scale operated on by an individual, as for example the sew-
ing machine. , 

Besides, we shall have to educate people in the ideal of 

~w~deshi! aceordin~ to '!hich the! should feel H ~~eir dut1 
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to patronise the goods ot their immediate neighbours rather 
than the goods brought from distant places. This means that 
we should seek to put into practice the ancient idea of 
making the villages self-sufficient, so that all the funda
mental want of the people can be adequately met from with
in the village itself. If each village is thus a self-contained 
unit in itself at least so far as its essential requirements go 
and the aim of the worker is to produce primarily what he 
and his immediate neighbours need, then his production will 
be controlled by the definite demand for his goods in the 
village itself and when that happens, there will be no ques· 
tion of over-production, and the. consequent problem of 
finding markets will have vanished. No one will seek to 
monopolise production for himself, for he will find that with 
the practice of the Swades,hi ideal there will be little demand 
for his goods outside his own village. 

It is well perhaps at this point to explain what exactly 
is meant by Swadeshi and to remove all possible misunder
standing, for the true interpretation of the word is likely to 

be mistaken for a narrow intolerant clannishness which swears 
by its own little group, right or wrong, and has no use for 
any other. Such narrow group-loyalty can hardly be called 
ideal and if practised must prove disruptive of national and 
international unity. At a time when the radio, aeroplane and 
telegraph have brought peoples within easy reach of each 
other and the world has thus shrunk in space, it will be utter 
folly to split up the world into fragments each water-tight 
and impervious to influenees from the outside. This is cer
tainly not what those who advocate Swadeshi aim at. What 
is meant is conveyed by the saying 'Charity begins at home'. 
Our first duty is towards our immediate neighbours, and 
then it expands in wider and wider circles to embrace all 
humanity. Take, for instance, the family. A man is bound 
closer to the members of his family than to any one else. It 
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is his duty; therefore, to ieed and clothe them rather than the 
duty of any one else. In fulfilling his duty to his family he 
is:fulfilling his duty to society and to humanity. The circles 
are not mutually exclusive but concentric. . There is no 
necessary opposition between the smaller and the larger circles, 
and we serve the larger circles even when we serve the 
smaller. Swadeshi then is to be understood in this sense of 
fulfilling our. obligations to those immediately around us. To 
them of course we owe more than to any one else and to them 
therefore, our duty is greatest. But that does not mean that 
we may confine ourselves to our group and not recognise our 
obligations to any one else. In this respect the adage 'Chari
ty begim at home • is helpful, for it only asserts that charity 
hegins at home, not that it ends there. Even so, true Swade.
shi while beginning in recognising que's obligations to one's. 
own village does not end there but extends in wider and 
wider circles to embrace all humanity. The matter is so 
important, and yet so liable to misinterpretation that it may 
be well to allow the great advocate of Swadeshi to speak for 
himself in this regard. "Swadeshi," he says, "is the only. 
doctrine consistent with the law of humanity and love. It 
is arrogance to think of launching out to serve the whole of 
[ndia when I am hardly able to serve even my own family. 
It_ .were better to concentrate my effort upon. the family, and 
consider that through .them I was serving the whole nation, 
and, if you .will, the whole of humanity, This is humility. 
an{l it is love .. The motive will determine the quality of the 
act. For instance, l may wrongly serve my family, regard. 
less of the suffering I may cause to others; us, for example, 
I may accept employment which enables me to extort money 
from people. I may enrich myself thereby, and then satisfy· 
many unlawful demands ofmy family. Here Iam neither 
serving the family nor the State. Or. I may recognise that, 
GQd has. given me hands and feet only to work.fot• my susten:-
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ance ancl f'or that of those who may-be dependent. upon me . 
. I would then at once simplify my life and that of thos~ whom_ 
I can directly reach. In this instance I would have served' 
the family without causing injury to any. one else. Suppos
ing that every one followed this mode of life we should. have 
at once an ideal State. All will not reach that condition at 
the same time. But those of us who enforce. it in' practice 
will clearly accelerate the coming of that happy day. Under 
this plan .of life in seeming to serve India to the exclusion 
of every other country, I do not harm any other country. 
My patriotism is both exclusive and inclusive. It is exclu
sive in the sense that my service is not of a competitive 
nature. 'Use your own property in such a way that you hurt 
no one else's,' is not merely a good legal maxim but a grand· 
doctrine of life. It is the key to a proper practice of Ahimsa, 
of love. It is for us, who are the custodians of a great Faith, 
to show that patriotism based on hatred 'killeth ' but that· 
patriotism based on love 'giveth life' (Quoted in " Mahatma 
Gandhi's Ideas" by C. F. Andrews, pp. 126 and 127). 

True Swadeshi then is not exclusive. While recognising 
that the whole world is. one and its parts closely knit to
gether, it seek~ to serve the world by serving that little part. 
in which one finds oneself, fully recognising others' rights. to. 
serve their own corners. · 

Under the operation· of such an ideal, there can be no 
question of a few able producers exploiting and keeping in 
subjection the rest of the world; for as already said produc
tion will be only to meet the local demand. Thus there will 
be no incentive· to uncurbed greed and selfishness as in 
Capitalism. Besides, production will be evenly. distributed 
in accordance with demand. When production is thus evenly 
distributed among the. members of the village, profit will also 
be evenly. distributed, with the result that there will be no 
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concentration 9f the wealth in the hands of a few. Great 
inequalities of income will be avoided, also with the result 
that there will be little poverty or starvation and all will 
obtain a subsistence. There will of course be mutual 
exchange of goods between village for no village will be 
able to produce every thing under the sun, for local condi· 
tions and raw materials available will vary from district to 
district. Trade will not be one-sided, but mutual, so that 
there will be no question of one village becoming so efficient 
a. centre of production as to deprive other villages of employ
ment. It may .be asked how this is to be secured. When 
public opinion has been educated to see the value of Swadeshi, 
the matter will be quite simple, for people will of themselves 
give first preference to articles locally· produced and will 
avoid using goods imported from elsewhere, and when public 
opinion is in the process of being formed, village Panchayets 
should by means of legislation or protective .tariff prevent 
dumping of unwanted goods from outside. This will not. 
only ensure that the economic equilibrium of the village is 
properly maintained, but will effectively curb the unlimited 
exercise of the profit-motive, and when through decentrali
sation of production each village produces for itself what it 
wants, there will be little competition for markets, and when 
there is no competition for markets, there can be little 
incentive for war or group violence. Thus peace and 
uniform prosperity can be secured for the country and for 
the world at large. And further since under decentralised 
production the worker will have the option of producing what 
he likesla.nd how he likes; there will be ample scope for 
creative endeavour and the development of individuality 
What more can one desire of any social system? 

It is along these lines then that efforts bhould be made to 
reconstruct our national life, for it not only overcomes the 
evils from which the prevailing systems of Capitalism and 
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Communism suft'er, but it also is in the direct line of descent 
from our national heritage. We have already point~d out 

_·how our ancient village organisation- sought to c_urb the 
profit-motive, to provide a subsistence to all, so that there are 
no great inequalities of income, to make villages self-con
tained and to give first place to personality or things of the 
spirit. All these objects are, it seems to us, best served by 
decentralising production and the observance of Swadeshi as 
described above. 

4. All India Village Industries Association: 
History, Constitution, etc. 

To give eft'ect to ideas such as these, Gandhiji conceived 
of a village industries association, and at his instance the 
Indian National Congress at its 48th session held on 27th 
October, 1934 at Bombay passed the following resolu
tion:-

" Whereas organisations claiming to advance Swadeshi 
have sprung up all over the country with and without the 
assistance of Congressmen and whereas much confusion 
has arisen in the public mind as to the true nature 
of Swadeshi, and whereas the aim of the Congress has been 
from its inception progressive identification with the masses, 
and whereas village reorganisation and reconstruction is 
one of the items of the constructive programme of the 
Congress, and whereas such reconstruction necessarily im• 
plies revival and encouragement of dead or dying village 
industries besides the central industry of hand-spinning, 
and whereas this work like the reorganisation of hand
spinning, is possible only through concentrated and special 
eft'ort unaffected by and independent of the political 
activities of the Congress, Shri J. C. Kumarappa is hereby 
!l\ltho~ised to form? u11de~ t4e · !tdvi~ l!-nd ~idan«fe of 
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Gandhiji, an Association called The All India Village 
~:Industries Association as part of· the activities of. the 
Congress. The said Assooiation shall work for the revival 
and encouragement of the said industries and for the moral 
11nd physical advancement of the villages and shall have 
power to frame its own const!tution, to raise funds, and to 
perform such acts as may be necessary for . the fulfilment of 
its objects". 

The Association contemplated by this resolution was 
formed on the 14th .December.l934 and came to be known 
as the All India Village Industries Association or the Akhil 
Bharat Gram Udyog Sangh. The object of the Association 
is village re-organisation and reconstruction, including the 
revival, encouragement and improvement of village industries, 
and the moral and physical advancement of the villagers of 
India. It is to work under the guidance and advice of 
Gandhiji. 

The organisation of the Association consists of:-Trustees, 
Foundation Members, Board ofManagement, Ordinary Mem
bers, ~Agents,·Honorary Workers, Paid Workers and Asso
ciates, assisted by a Board of Advisers. 

TRUSTEES 

Six persons constitute a permanent Board of Trustees 
who hold funds and properties on behalf of ; the Association 
and disburse them in accordance with the instructions of the 
Board of Management. 

FouNDATION MEMBERS AND BoARD OF . MANAGEMENT 

. The· Foundation Members, who also constitute the first 
Board of Management, are eight in number and·. hold office 
for seven years from · 3rd February, 1935. The Board .is in 
fqll ehar~e of t4e ~ffai:rs of t4e A,ssoei~tiOJt, 



0RDIN..A.RY 'MEMBERS 

Any person who subscribes to the membership . pledge is 
recommended by a member of the Board of Management and 
whose admission is approved by the Board becomes .an 
Ordinary Member of the Association. Every member is 
required to send to the Secretary a report of the work done 
by him every quarter. 

AGENTS 

Agents are selected out of Ordinary Members by the 
. Board of .Management for representing it in a particular area 
and are chosen because of their special knowledge of the area, 
for their organising ability and kno\vn influence within that 
area. The agent forms the backbone of the Association and 
on him falls the responsibility of organising work in his 
district. He is empowered to collect funds for his work, no .. 
port of which is to Le used for his own personal requirements. 
He is to expect no financial aid from the Central Office. He 
is to submit to it a. report of his work and abstracts of 
receipts and payments every month. 

liONORARY VVORKERS 

These are workers other than Agents or Ordinary Mem
bers and pledge themselves to use village made articles and 
to propagate their use among others, to render whatever 
se1·vice they can to the villagers, and in general to work for 
the object of the Association. They are required to send 
reports of their work every quarter to the Central Office. 

PAID WOLURS 

Other than workers appointed and paid by Agents and a 
few paid workers «~mgaged at the Central Office, the Board 
appoints whole-time village workers who will reside in vil
lages and do village reconstruction work according to the 
programme of the Association. They are generally appoint-
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ed in non-agency areas and are paid as a rule a monthly 
. maintenance of not more than Rs. 10. 

AsSOCIATES 

Any one who sympathises with the object of the Associa
tion and pays an annual subscription of not less than Rs. 100 
is an Associate, and one who pays a lump sum of Rs. 1,000 

is enrolled as a life-Associate. 

ADVISERS 

. Advisers are those who, consistently with their preoccupa
tion agree to give the free benefit of their special knowledge 
to the Association whenever they are consulted. 

Besides these, the work of the Association is cat•ried on by 
Affiliated Institutions and Certified bodies. 

AFFILIATED INSTITUTIONS 

These are Institutions like Ashrams and other public 
bodies which have for their objects the promotion of village 
industries and the welfare of the villagers and in whose cons

. titution and rules there is nothing repugnant to the ideals of 
the Association. 

CERTIFIED BoDIES 

These are generally shops or persons prepared io produce 
·or sell village manufactures coming within the province of the 
Association, They form the marketing medium of the As
sociation. Certificates have till now been issued for dealing in 
whole wheat hand-ground flour, gur. (jaggery), honey, unpo
lished hand-pounded rice, ghani-pressed oil, hand-made paper, 
ghee, dal and dry fruits. 

FINANCE 

True to the ideal of decentralisation, the work of the 
Association through out the country is financed locally. 
Agents collect funds locally from their area for th.eir work. 
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The Central Office, however, receives subscriptions and dona
tions from whatever quarter from those who sympathise with 
the work, and as already said enrols Associates and Life 
Associates who contribute to its funds. In time it is hoped 
that the Central work will be chiefly supported by fees of 
Affiliation and Certification. 

NUMBERS oN THE RoLL 

On the 'lth of November, J935, there were on the roll of 
the Association :-

423 Ordinary Members. 
61 Agents. 
27 Certified shops. 
5 Affiliated Institutions. 

PuBLICITY 

The Association is publishing bulletins on topics on 
which reliable information has been gathered. Articles 
explaining the policy and the aims of the Association have 
been contributed from time to time to newspapers and periodi
cals. The Harijan acts at present as the official organ 
of the Association. It is a weekly published in English, 
Oujarati, and Hindi and workers are expected to read it for 
guidance and instruction. 

5. Programme of the All India Village 
lnd us tries Association 

The Village Industries Association cli.nnot of course 
tackle all the problems connected with the village. Further, 
several of thil problems can be most effectively tackled. 
only by the State, for they require political and economic 
power over the whole of India. The .Association therefore 
must rerforQe c:onfine itself only to such methoqs ~s lie within 
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private control and organisation, and that it can effect without 
the aid of State power and ~tate machinery •. 

It is obvious that any Association which aims at village 
reconstruction· must first concern itself with the physical 
condition of the villager, for the villager is the centre of all 
village activities, and unless he is physically fit, there can be 
no hope of improvement of any kind in the village. The 
Association therefore has on its immediate programme the 
sanitation of the village, It is evident that · unless· the 
streets, lanes, and open spaces of the village are kept clean, 
and the water supply is pure, the villager will suffer from 
constant attacks of epidemics, itches and fevers which sap 
his already too low vitality. Those wh~ are eager for the 
advancement of the villager are therefore invited by the 
Association to begin the work of sanitation in the way of 
simple road-making in the villages, freeing the lanes of 
accumulated rubbish which gather flies and disease"carrying 
germs, i~troducirig improved and economic methods of dis
posal of human excreta, cleaning village wells and tanks~ 
and teaching the villagers the proper use of water-supply 
and sanitary habits in regard to spitting, ventilation, clothes, 
and cooking: 

Besides this, the Association is devoting much tiine and 
thought to food reform, to evolving a balanced diet which 
being well within the means of the villager will provide him 
with all the necessary nutriment. -The productive capacity 
of the villager has decreased partly as a result of malnutri
tion. It is necessary therefore to introduce life-giving ele
ments into the villager's food or at any rate to see that 
whatever food he is able to afford is not deprived of even 
what little nutritive value it may have. If the villager lives 
on rice alone with some pickle to swallow it down· it be
~OPleS verr necessarr that J:te should ~et all ~he pourishmeM 
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that rice is capable of giving; and for this purpose he should 
be taught to steam the rice with just the necessary quantity 
of water, so that there is no water thrown away afte~ boiling, 
for the water contains much of the nourishment of the rice. 
And what is more, the villager should be taught to use ~and 
pounded rice, hand-pounded not only because hand-pounding 
provides employment for the villager and saves him the 
money he would otherwise throw away on a rice-mill, but 
also beca11se hand-pounded rice according to medical opinion 
is superior to mill-rice in nutritive value because the heat 
incidental to large machinery is injurious to vitamin B. The 
rice is to be unpolished for otherwise in the process of polish
i.ug, the pigmented covering containing Vitamin B which is 
essential for nourishment and which is preventive against 
bery-bery is lost. Medical opinion is unani-mous. in pointing 
out that the food content of unpolished rice is much greater 
than that of polished rice, for unpolished rice is much riche~ 

in proteins, fats and minerals. Besides, unpolished rice never 
causes constipation while polished rice always does. For: 
these reasons, the Association urges the use of hand-pounded 
unpolished rice, and one of the easiest things for any one 
who has the interest of the villager at heart to do is for him 
to use hand-pounded unpolished rice himself and to urge the 
villager to do the same. Further, medical opinion is in 
favour of whole wheat hand-gro11nd flour and gur (Jaggery) 
in the place of refined sugar, for in the process of refining 
much of the valuable food elements both in wheat and sugar 
is lost. The Association therefore carries on propaganda for 
the use of whole wheat hand-ground flour and gur. Besides, 
the common grains, herbs, fruits and vegetables: found in the 
villages are new being analysed under the auspices of the 
Association so that a balanced diet may thus be evolved for 
the villager. In all these ways the Association hopes to put 
fresh life and vigouJ into the starye~ bodies of tl!e villagers, 
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But this is not the only work of the Association. Its very 
name indicates that its primary interest is the economic life 
of the villa~er. The villager today is in a sorry plight. He 
finds himself with practically no gainful occupatiOn, for the 
many industries which formerly kept him busy and above 
want have been gradually snatched away from him by large
scale factory production. Consequently he has to gain all 
his support from the land. But the land has already more 
people depending on it for support than it can bear. What 
then is he to do? The Village Industries Association steps 
in at this point to study the actual condition of the existing 
village industries, both those that niay be flourishing and 
those that may be perishing or perished, and to introduce, 
revive or improve industries best suited to local conditions 
and discover or create a market for surplus village products. 
In this however there is no attempt to compete in the open 
market with machine-made goods, for as already said com
petition for outside markets is in conflict with our ideal of 
Swadeshi. What is aimed at is that consistent with the idea 
of Swadeshi, tl,J.e villagers should be self-dependent producing 
all that they immediately need. Why send out raw cotton 
to Lancashire or Japan and have it made into cloth and sent 
back to the villagers, when the villagers themselves are 
well able to make cloth ? Will a poor man whose income is 
less than Rs. io a month dream of sending his clothes to be 
washed and laundered in Europe? The very idea is absurd. 
The poor man must wash qis clothes himself for he cannot 
afford the expense of sending them to Europe, paying for 
the high cost of all labour there and for packing and freight 
back. And yet the poor villager of India is committed 
exactly to such absurd procedure every time he sends from 
his. village raw material which he could work on himself 
and gets it back in the form of finished products, The tra
gedy of the ~Jitqatioq is that qncJ,er this system the villa~er 



is doubly impoverished. ·He has to pay out for, the finished 
product and he has been deprived o.f employment. It is all 
very well to say that Lancashire and Japan will produce 
better cloth for him and save him the trouble of making it 
himself. Such an argument might weigh with the professional 
or official classes whose income is assured from other sources. 
But such classes are only an insignificant fraction of the popu
lation of India. The bulk of the people are agriculturists 
who have to earn their bread with the sweat of their brow. 
To them every pie is precious and the denial to them of 
opportunity to work mea.ns denial of opportunity for means 
of livelihood. The Association therefore regards it its pri
mary duty to prevent as far as possible raw materials which 
are capable of being utilised by the villagers from being sent 
out of the village and to instruct the villagers to produce 
finished articles from them for themselves. The idea is thus 
to arrest the flow of wealth from the villages to the outside 
world, and to divert the flow back to the villages and thus 
make them prosperous. In the past, Indian villages produced 
all they needed themselves and some of their industries such 
as those of cotton, silk, carpet, brass and ivory work were 
the envy of the world. There is no reason why to-day .India 
should be reduced to being a purely agricultural country; 
and what is worse, the increasingly impoverished condition 
of the maEses shows that if this process · of depriving of 
villager of industrial occupation goes on .unabated, it must 
bring about the complete extinction of the masses:. Already 
their condition is on the verge of starvation, and· unless 
this process is arrested and the villagers given subsidiary 

. occupation to agriculture there can be no hope whatsoev~r 

for them. 

All this may be readily granted. But it may be said that 
the way out of this desperate situation is not to revert to old
time village industries but to start large factories all over 



India, 'whic~ will absorb the ~ilemployed from the ·,villages·. 
The difficulty . with this remedy is that it fails altogether to 
meet the situation in our country. The agriculturist cannot 
leave his land and work in a factory, for the land needs his 
attention. ~what he wants is subsidiary industries which 
will occupy the time when he has no work on the land. 
Besides, factories cannot ·be multiplied for the mere asking, 
and we shall have to have innumerable factories before all 
the idle man-power can be used; and if all are thus employed 
. in the factories, where are all the goods thus produced to be 
sold? ' Already the world is suffering from over-production 
·in various industries and there is cut-throat competition to 
secure markets.· Multiplying factories is therefore an alto
gether impracticable proposition. Further factory-production 
is effective when iabourers are few and the demand for goods 
•is great. The situation confronting us to-day is just the 
reverse. We have in our country·on the one hand millions 
of people who do not have sufficient work to do and on the 
other a plenitude of goods dumped on us whether we will or 
no. Our· problem therefore is not to save labour but to pro
vide labour .for our starving millions, and · we can do this 
effectively not by factory-production, which after all can 

• absorb only a fraction of the population, but by teaching 
the villager such industries as will meet his primary needs 
and thus make him self-sufficing, not looking beyond his own 
or neighbouring village for his primary requirements. In 
this way production will be distributed amongst several 
families in the village and when production is thus distri
.buted profits will also be distributed amongst several so that 
wealth is not concentrated in the banda of a few as at present. 
People will work for themselves and their immediate neigh
bours and there will be little exploitation by commercial 
magnates or by export traders. Instead of beinft deprived 
o{ his raw material by the exporter and dependent on . the 



foreigner for the supply of his wants, the villager will then 
be self-dependent meeting his own primary requirements by 
his own labour and selling the surplu~. The villager under 
this system will not be exploited ~nd will be' able to say to 
the trader who wishes him to produce goods for', commercial 
purposes-" I am quite content to produce what I need; if you 
wish me to produce for you, you will have to pay me on 
my terms". The aim of the Association is therefore to 
make the villager thus self-sufficient by reviving or introduc
ing industries which will help him to meet his own require
ments. 

It may be replied, we do not live in an isolated world 
and whether we will or no factory goods will be pouring in 
oo~~H~~bep~b~~~~~~ 

pete with them. But, as already said, the aim of t~e Associa· 
tion is not to enter into competition, but to produce only for 
one's requirements and that of one's immediate neighbours. 
For example, I spin and make enough cloth for myself and 
when I produce khaddar · j~t for myself there can be no 
question of mill-cloth being cheaper in price for I pay no 
price in cash for my khaddar. But it will be said every 
villager cannot produce all he wants for himself. He will 
have to buy in the open market what he himself does not 
produce, say for example, paper or shoes, and in such cases 
village-paper and shoes will come into competition with 
factory-made goods. To this our answer is that there is no 
reason why as time goes on and with improved methods of' 
production village-made goods should be any inferior iu 
quality to factory-goods. On the other hand, they may be 
expected to be superior as already in the West hand-made 
goods are preferred to factory-produced articles. Even in 
regard to price it has been found that when labour is plenti
ful and cheap as in India hand-made goods can compare 
quite favourably with factory products. More over with t~e 



concentration of human ingenuity on devising machinery 
for individual use (e.g. the sewing machine) as will happen 
under the. aegis of the Association, instead_ of as at present 
for large-scale production, the output per head may quite 
easily be increased, and labour and time saved, with tl1e 
result that the hand-made product becomes as inexpensive 
as any factory product. In our programme therefore there 
is a definite place for machinery which will aid the indivi
dual worker, as e.g. the sewing machine already mentioned, 
but little or no place for large-scale machinery which cen
tralises, production and enslaves the worker. 

It ·is true that not all industries of a counti·y can be 
carried on, on a small scale. There will be need for cen
tralised production as for example in the case of public 
utility services. But these will no more be in tl1e hands of 
individuals but under state management and control and run 
. entit·ely in the interests of the people, and other large-scale 
industries may be run in the interests of consumers by co
operative societies. These, however, do not form part of 
the work of the Association and therefore do not concern 
us here. 

In accordance with the 11rinciple of Swadeshi, the industries 
carl'ied on in the village should in general be related to the 
needs of the villagers themselves and not to those of towns
people or foreigners. The villager, however, may in some 
cases produce goods for which he himself has no use provided 
there is a ready demand for them (in which case the produc
tion will be related to a definitely known demand), provided 
the materials necessary for their production are locally 
available and they give· employment to several. '!'here 
is no use for example in villagers trying to produce fountain
pens or watches, for the machinery and raw materials neees
s;u•y for these are not locally available, the demand for thew 
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is limited to townspeople and so these trades can now occupy 
only a few families. Besides, the West has put so much 
thought and capital to perfect these indust~ies. that the 
villagers cannot hope to compete to any advantage in the 
production of these goods. This is not so, for example, in 
regard to palmyra gur (jaggery), the material for which is 
found almost everywhere in India, the demand for which 
is great, and which can therefore occupy several families in 
most villages. It is such industries as these that the Asso
ciation will foster. 

In regard to such. industries in which the villager en
gages for commercial purposes, the Association insists that the 
artisan should be assured of a minimum subsistence wage. 
It is therefore taking effective measures to see that articles 
sold under its auspices secure to . the produc.er at least this 
minimum wage. One of the least paid industries in our 
country is spinning which at present secures to the spinners 
only about quarter anna ·for an hour. This will no more 
be tolerated. The spinner will be paid a subsistence wage 
calculated on what it requires to feed an adult on a scienti
fically prescribed minimum basis. It is of course true that 
to-day the villager's food is much below this basis, but the 
Association recognises that when it teaches the villager to 
eat better and nourishing food, it cannot at the same time 
deprive the villager of the wherewithal for· the same. The 
wage is to be paid on the basis of the average output of au 
efficient worker working eight hours a day. Under this 
system, it will perforce follow that the price of khaddar and 
of other village goods which pay below the prescribed mini
mum will rise and that consequently the sale of those articles 
will decrease. But Gandhiji who is the directing mind 
behind the Association is not deterred by this fact. He 
would rather that the trade in these goods perished than 
that the villager be exploited _and paid 11-P inhu~an wage. 
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Under our scheme, it must be remembered that the villager 
produces himself the necessities of life, so that there is no 
question of the villager himself being unable to afford any 
of his own fundamental wants. What it would mean in 
practice is that those who realise their responsibility to the 
villagers around them will regard it their duty to pay the 
higher prices so that they do not lend support to a system 
which exploits the helplessness of the masses. The motive 
underlying the enforcement of a minimum wage is entirely 
a moral one. Practical difficulties there will undoubtedly 
be. But faith in the justice and rightness of our step in 
regard to this matter must alone help us to overcome them, 
and must in the end enable us to demonstrate to the world -
that the way of justice and truth is after all the only econo
mic way. 

One of the chief tasks of those connected with the Associa
tion is to make an intensive survey of villages, in order to 
discover what are the industries now being carried on, and 
under what conditions, what are the raw materials available 
for industries, what industries were formerly carried on, how 
much knowledge of the processes involved in these industries 
survives to-day and how far they may be profitably revived. 
The Association will naturally seek to give its special 
support to such of these industries as are of wide application 
requiring little capital or outlay, affecting many and capable 
of being tackled by each village without much outside help._ 
Among industries which meet these requirements and which 
therefore may be revived or introduced to advantage are the 
following-spinning and weaving, tanning, oil-pressing, manu
facture of gur (jaggery) and paper. In regard to all of these 
except perhaps the last the material necessary is practically 
universal in India. They require very little capital, the 
skill necessary is easily acquired and the demand is great. 
Tll.ese therefore have been Jllaced OQ tqe immediate Jlro-
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gramme of the Association. Taking tanning, for example, 
there are dead animals in every village. These are at pre
sent generally thrown away and either the Harijans cut 
them up for eating or they are left to be eaten by dogs, 
crows or vultures. The skin and bones are usually entirely 
wasted. and the whole vicinity is polluted when the carcass 
is allowed to rot in the open. Instead of this, under the 
auspices of the Association people are now being taught wha.t 
various uses can be made of the carcass. The carcass is 
flayed, the skin is salted and removed to a tannery, where 
it is cured and made into leather. From the fleshings which 
come off when the skin is being cleaned, glue is made. From 
the entrails the fat is removed and the intestines are convert
ed into guts used in tennis bats and as violin strings. The 
flesh and bones are boiled in water for seven or eight hours. 
The fat rises to the top. The fat thus separated is used for 
lubricating and industrial purposes. The well-boiled bones 
and flesh are dried in the sun and then pounded into powder. 
This powder is valuable manure and can readily find a 
market. The horns are used for the manufacture of combs, 
knife-handles and such like. Bones also are used for the 
same'purpose. When one thinks of the various uses that can 
be made of practically every part of a dead animal, and the 
many industries to which it gives rise, one can see what a 
phenomenal waste is allowed to be perpetrated in our coun
try for lack of knowledge. It will be the task of those 
connected with the Association to apply themselves to such 
problems, and to seek to produce wealth aud employment for 
villagers from apparent waste. 

One of the factors that have contributed to the terrible 
poverty of the masses is that the village has during the last 
century been gradually drained of all its- intelligentsia, These 
took to a literary education and obtained clerkships and 
office~ in t~e Goverprqe~~ a~<l were lo~~ ~o the villa~e. Sollle 
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of them also became middlemen and commission agents with 
the result that village industries when deprived thus of the 
better endowed individuals fell into decay. For any indus
try to be run efficiently three kinds of people are required,
the business man, the technical expert and the drudge. The 
two former have migrated into cities and towns under the 
present regime and only the drudge who is incapable of apply
ing any intelligence to his work. is left to carry on village 
industries. And we cannot therefore wonder that village 
production is at present so deplorably inefficient •. The Village 
Industries Association seeks to remedy this state of affairs 
by applying business methods and technical skill to problems 
affecting the villager, and thus to restore the balance bet
ween the three factors that are necessary for industrial deve
lopment. Taking the illustration· above given, it is obvious 
that the wasteful methods, now prevalent in villages, of dis
posing of dead animals is the result of ignorance on the part 
of villagers of the uses to which carcasses can be put and the 
processes which must be gone through for the purpose. 
Technical knowledge is required which the villager of the 

·present day does not possess, and only with the application 
of this knowledge can the villagers take up the processes in 
question. When the technical expert bas shown the villager 
the processes to be adopted, the business expert is needed to 
organise the ind11;stry and put it on a stable business footing. 
The Village Industries Association hopes to wean such 
experts from towns and cities and to make them availll.ble 
once more in villages for the purpose of reviving and deve
loping village industries. 

. Another important task which the Association has set 
{tself is to carry on research in better methods of production 
as to evolve devices whereby the quantity and the quality 
of the villager's output can be increased. For this reason 
various types of industries such liS oil-pressing, dairying, 



·bee-keeping, paper-making, tanning; spinning and ·weaving
are being experimented upon at the Head QuaJ;ters, and 
more industries will follow as time goes on. Besides: 
being in touch with village work all over the country the 
Association expects to broadcast information regarding im
provements in methods of production, sanitation or diet in 
any one part of the country to other parts. 

It is expected that befo1·e long, the Association will have 
a Museum of village industries, where not only village arti· 
cles from all over the country will be exhibited, but also 
the various processes involved in their manufacture will be 
demonstrated, so that those who come to see it may be practi
cally benefited the1·eby and see how far industries prevailing 
in one part of the country may be profitably introduced else
where, and learn the necessary processes. Attached to the 
Museum will be a Library where it is hoped to make 
available all the u.sefulliterature connected with the indus
tries exhibited. In course of time a Rural Training Centre 
will also soon be developed, where it is expected to give 
villager workers the tt·aining they require. 

These are at presenf some of the ways in which the Asso
ciation is trying to tackle the problems of village uplift. 

6. Appeal 
The work of the Association, of course, cannot progress 

satisfactorily except with the co-operation of all those who 
have eyes to set~, ears to hear and a heart to understand the 
desperate situation in which the villager finds himself to-day. 
According to the survey of a Government officer in the 
Madras Presidency, the. debt during 1933 to 1934 per head of 
the rural population was Rs. 38 and per family Rs. 194 while 
the net income per head was only Rs. 11-12-0 a year, which 
means that within an income of.about one rupee a month the 
villager had to find food, clothing, shelter, pay interest on 



debt and meet other-incidental expenses. How. he lives at all 
under the circumstances is a mystery. His life can consist in 
nothing more than a bare keeping of body and soul together, 
with none of those extra amenities which make life worth 
living. If only the educated and the well-to-do had some 
knowledge of the miserable lives of the villagers who form 
the bulk of the population, and whose condition is becoming 
more and more desperate from day to day, and they realise 
their heavy responsibility, they would not rest till they had 
contributed in whatever way they could to improve the lot 
of the villager. We must remember that after all our coun
try is a land of villages and that so long as we do nothing 
for the villages we do practically nothing for the country. 
Here is work, then, for all who long .for the uplift of the 
motherland. 

In this work, not only the man but also the woman can 
help. Indeed, the woman can help even more than the man 
for village work refers to amelioration of poverty and distress, 
sanitation and food-reform, in all of which the woman is 
fundamentally interested. Women are after all the home
makers and as such they hold the key to the future of India. 
It is on the training that mothers give to the children that 
the future of the country depends. If they are imbued with 
the spirit of Swadeshi and inculcate in their children their 
duty to their neighbours, the work of the Village Industries 
Association is done. The field is immense and calls for the 
best efforts of all-man and woman, Hindu and Muslim, 
Congressite and non-Congt·essite-and the Association accord
ingly sends out its invitation to all irrespective of distinctions 
to come forward and help. · 
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LIST OF CONGRESS PUBLICATIONS 

Rs. a. p. 

1. Constitution of the Indian Natio~al C~ngress 
(1935) 0 2 0 

2. Congress Bulletin No. 1 (1935) -0 ·t 0 
Congress Bulletin No.2 (1924-35) . -~ 0 4 0 

No. 3 , 0 3 0 
No.4 

" 
-o 4 0 

No.5 
" 

0 4 0 
3. Indian National Congress (1920-23) 

(Congress, A.I.C.C. and ·Working Com- · 
mittee Resolutions) : 

Full cloth. i. 8 0 
Half cloth ·1 0 0 

Paper cover ... 0 8 0 
Do. Do. 1924 0 5 0 

Do. Do. 1925 0 4 0 

Do. Do. 1926 0 8 0 
Do. Do. 192'1 0 8 0 

Do. Do. . -1928 ... 0 8 ·-0 

Do. Do.·' 1929 ·0 8 0 

4. Public Debt Report Vol. I 1. 0 0 

Do. Do .. Vol. II 
-: .::-·;·_. r·o 0 . ... ..... 

5. Decalogue of Publie Debt Committee Report' 0 2 0 

6. Punjab Martial Law Report Vol. I 
.. ; 0 8 0 

Do. Do. Vol. II 1 0 0 

7. Gur11 ka Bagh Enquiry Committee 'Report 2 0 0 

8. Assam OpiuiU Enquiry· Report 0 8 0 

9. Allahabad Congress Report ... (1910) 2 0 0 

Do. ·(soiled copies) . .. 1 8 0 
... 

lO. Cawnpore Congress Report "' l 8 0 
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11. Calcutta Congress Report· 
12. Karachi Congress Report 
13. Nehru Report_3rd edition 

2nd edition Paper cover 
Card board 

... 
... 

14. Supplementary Report-to the above 
15. Summary of Proce~ding-s of . All Pai;ties 

Conference, Lueknow, August 1928 
16. _All Parti~s Convention Report 
17. · National Demand 
18. Domini~~-Status and Indian States 
19. Agrarian Distress_ in U. P. 
20. Poona Statements and. correspondence he· 

tween Mahatma Gandhi and Jawahar Lal 
N~hrn (September 1933) 

21. Resolutions of the following Congress 
Sessions: 
Madras 1927 

, Karachi 1931 
· Bombay 1934 

22 .. Calcutta Congress (1928): 
Presidential Address of Pandit Motilal 
Nehru 

Karachi Congress (1931) 
Presidential Address of Sardar Vallabh

bhai Patel 
Bombay· Congress (1934); 

Rs. a. p. 
1 4 0 
1 0 0 
1 8 0 
0 8 0 
1 0 0 
0 8 0 

0 4 0 
2 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 4 0 
1 8 0 

0 2 0 

0 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 

0 4 0 

. Presidential Address of Babti Rajendra 
Prasad· ..• 0 4 0 

23. Dr. Kitehlew's Address otWelcoine (Lahore
Congi'~ss) -0 l 0 

· Dr. Choithram's Address 
(Karachi Con~ress) 

of Welcome. ·· 
0 '.1. Q 



l\Ir. K. F. Nariman's Address of Weicom~. 
{Bombay Congress) 

24. Lahore Congress Report 

HINDI PuBLICATIONS 

~5. Gauhati Congress Report_ 
26. Presidential Address of Pandit Jawah&rlal 

Nehru at Lahore Congress 1929 
27. Do. Do. of Sardar Vallabhbhai 

Patel at Karachi Congress 1931 
28. Publie Debt Committee Report Vol. I 

Do. Do Vol. II 
29. Resolutions of Karachi Congress 
30. Congress and Muslims. by Syed Fazlur 

Rahman ·-
31. Resolutions of Calcutta Congress 
32. Nehru Committee Report 
33. Supplementary Report of the above 

35 

Rs. a. p. 

0 1 0 
1 0 0 

0 12 0 

0 2 0 

0 2 0 
0 1~ 0 
0 6 0 

·o 2 o 

0 2 0 
0 2 0 
1 8 0 
0 8 0 

CoNGRESS GoLDEN JUBILEE BROCHURES 

No. 1. Satyagraha-in Gandhiji's Own Words 
, 2. Village Industries and Re-construction

by Bharatan Kumarappa 
, 3. Some Aspects of Khadi-by Gulzarilal 

Nanda 
, 4. Rural Indebtedness in India-by Prof. 

K. P. S. l\Ialani 
, 5. The Public Debt of India-by J. C. 

Kumarappa 
, G. Indian Tariff Policy 
, 7. Public Services in India-by Prof. K. T. 

Sha4 ... '!' 

0 12 0 

0 6 0 

0 6 0 

0 4 0 

0 6 0 
0 6 0 

0 6 0 



No.8. Defenee of India : Problem of Nation· · 
alization-by Nirad Chand Chaudhary~ 

" 9. Woman in !i1dia-by the Rajkumari 
Amrit .Ka.ur and L. M. 

, 10. Indian Transport-:-by Dr. H.~- Soni, 
M. A., D. Sc., (London.) 

, 11. Indian Currency and Exchange 

Rs. a. P· 

0 8 0 

0 4 0 

0 6 0 
o 6-o 

J. B. ·KRIPA.LANI, 

General_ Seereta••y, A. I. C. C. 

N.B.-Proportional Representation by Single Tt•ansferable 
Vote (in Hindi) by Mahavir Tyagi, Debra. Dun, price 
As. 4. To be had of the author; · · . 




